To donate an item, go to our website at http://www.foodprotection.org/about/iafp-foundation/ and complete the Silent Auction Donation Form or contact Sarah Dempsey at sdempsey@foodprotection.org +1 515.276.3344

CONTRIBUTE TO THE SILENT AUCTION

PROCEEDS FROM THE SILENT AUCTION BENEFIT THE IAFP FOUNDATION

Support the Foundation by donating an item today.
A sample of items donated in 2019 included:

✦ Handmade Quilt
✦ “Bessie” Cow Clock
✦ Jug-handle Microscope
✦ Mini iPad
✦ Crocheted Giant Microbes
✦ Woodford Reserve Bourbon
✦ New York Yankees Baseball Tickets
✦ Wisconsin Gift Pack
✦ African Wildlife Bowl
✦ Czech Glass and Pearl Bracelet